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Preview – Marrakesh E-Prix, Round 5 of the 2019/2020 ABB FIA Formula E Championship

Porsche confident ahead of the Marrakesh E-Prix following the first pole position
Stuttgart. After the eventful Mexico City E-Prix with its highs and lows, the TAG Heuer
Porsche Formula E Team will be chasing points once again in the 2019/2020 ABB FIA
Formula E Championship in Morocco. Porsche’s first pole position in fully-electric
motorsport at the last E-Prix sees the team optimistic as it heads to the Marrakesh EPrix.
The two Porsche works drivers Frédéric Makowiecki (FR) and Thomas Preining (AT)
will take part in the official rookie test for the TAG Heuer Porsche Formula E Team the
day after the fifth race of the season, on 1st March 2020.
Marrakesh E-Prix questions and answers
Neel Jani (Porsche works driver, #18)
What can you say about the track in Morocco so far?
“The track is a mix of fluid passages with elongated turns and angular sections. Part
of it is a permanent racetrack, which probably has more grip than other typical Formula
E tracks, similar to the track in Mexico. The energy consumption there is pretty high,
meaning that you need to drive efficiently and come up with a suitable race strategy.”
Will you bring home your first points at the Marrakesh E-Prix?
“The past three races have been rather difficult for us as a team. In Santiago de Chile
and Mexico City in particular we had good chances of picking up points, but were
unable to make use of them. I hope that Morocco will prove to be a race weekend
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where everything goes well for us and we cross the finish line in the points without any
incidents or penalties.”
André Lotterer (Porsche works driver, #36)
The pole position for Porsche in Mexico City was another highlight after your
second place in Diriyah. What are your goals for the Marrakesh E-Prix?
“It is great that we were able to bring home a podium and a pole position in our first
four Formula E races. The results prove that the Porsche 99X Electric is a competitive
car. We are still learning and are positive that we will be able to affirm this performance
at the Marrakesh E-Prix. The level of performance is likely to be very high due to the
track layout, which is why it is particularly important that everything goes well in
qualifying.”
What is the key to success?
“The track is a very special one because we will be driving very close to the old city
walls. The track packs a real punch. It has a bit of everything – both slow and fast turns.
I like the layout. The right car settings and good energy management are the key
factors. It won’t be an easy race since there are a lot of overtaking opportunities on this
track, which means we will have to be even more efficient with the amount of energy
we have available.”
Amiel Lindesay (Head of Operations Formula E)
A podium and a pole position after four races - are the results to date something
to be pleased with?
“We can be very pleased with the second place and the pole position in our maiden
season, which is still in its early days. After starting from the front row in Mexico City,
expectations were high. We were aiming for the win. It is a real shame that damage to
André’s car forced him to retire from the race. But despite that, we demonstrated the
good performance of the Porsche 99X Electric once again, which fills the team and
drivers with confidence for the Marrakesh E-Prix.”
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Everything you need to know about the Marrakesh E-Prix
The format
The ABB FIA Formula E Championship heads to Marrakesh for the fourth time. The
day before the race (28 February) there will be a brief shakedown and a 45-minute
free practice session. Then, on race day (29 February) the first order of the day will
be the 30-minute second free practice session. In the subsequent qualifying session,
there will be four groups, each made up of six drivers. The current driver standings
will determine the groups. As tenth in the standings, André Lotterer will be in group 2,
and Neel Jani in 23rd place will be in group 4. The drivers will each have six minutes
to drive their personal best time. The fastest six drivers from all the groups will then
qualify for the 20-minute Super Pole. This will decide who gets to take on the race
from the first, second and third row of the grid. The race will last 45 minutes plus one
lap.
The track
The 2.971-km "Circuit International Automobile Moulay El Hassan" runs through the
streets of Marrakesh and along the old city wall. With slow and fast sections, the track
offers a mix of different turn variations. The track is partly a permanent racetrack, which
means it has significantly fewer bumps than typical Formula E street circuits.
The timings
The Marrakesh E-Prix qualifying session and race will both be shown on Eurosport.
Qualifying: Eurosport 1, 29 February 2020, 11:00 – 12:00, live (CET)
Race: Eurosport 1, 29 February 2020, 14:45 – 16:00, live (CET)
The initial images from Marrakesh will be available on Friday, 28 February 2020, after
the shakedown. More information about the Marrakesh E-Prix will be published live via
the TAG Heuer Porsche Formula E Team Twitter handle @PorscheFormulaE. There
will be a detailed report after the race.
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Further information, film and photo material in the Porsche Newsroom: newsroom.porsche.com
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